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We are certain that humanity is capable of recovering from the many evils that afflict it today, but only through a radical change in the world’s economic and social order.
May Day 2021: The Only Future for Humanity is Communist Revolution
Undergoing grave economic ... Communist Revolutionary Contingent. In the obituary almost every section of the Communist revolutionary camp paid Madhu a tribute, ironically apart from the C.P.I ...
Comrade Madhu – A crusader for liberation till his last breath
China’s Labour Day national holiday was a peak period for overseas holidays before the coronavirus pandemic; with borders closed, this year saw a surge in visits to places pivotal in Communist Party ...
‘Red tourism’ in China ahead of Communist Party centenary appears rampant … but with borders shut, where else is there to go?
It is over-simplistic to call the agreement a $400 billion deal, for its strategic significance will determine the future of the Middle East.
How the China-Iran Deal Could Reshape the Middle East
Dr. Jordan Peterson, acclaimed author and clinical psychologist, spoke to RT about his latest book, looking at the economic value of beauty, mixing art and politics, and his rejection of leftists’ ...
‘Why would everything be political?’ Jordan Peterson discusses order and eternal truths with RT (FULL INTERVIEW)
What is the fate of the revolutionary party in a nonrevolutionary situation? This is the underlying question raised by the contributions to this volume. In both France and Italy, the Communist party ...
Communism in Italy and France
Although in the short term the protests were repressed by the still Maoist ... for an end to communism or for the fall of the CCP; these protest movements were reformist, not revolutionary.
Protest as Participation: China's Local Protest Movements
Instead, he promoted the “four confidences,” namely, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is self-confident in the road it has ... are straight from the Maoist revolutionary legacy.
Engagement With China Worked After All
The Nallamala forests were liberated from Maoists,” a senior police official, who played an active role in the talks with the Maoists in 2004, said. The implementation of a socio-economic agenda ...
As Maoist violence returns, decoding the rise of ultra left insurgency
U.S.-China tensions have risen to an unprecedented scale, which now appears to be drifting away from the forty-two-year-old policy of peaceful co-existence.
Target Taiwan: Why China Is Desperate for Control of Taipei
The Cuban Communist Party’s Eighth Congress took place in Havana on April 16-19, five years after the previous one. President Miguel Díaz-Canel delivered the closing remarks. He had just replaced ...
Cuban President Closes Party Congress, Delivers Important Speech
Announcing that a policeman taken captive during the attack at Jeeragudem of Bijapur in Chattisgarh was with their cadre, Communist Party of India (Maoist ... were held with revolutionary ...
Maoists ‘ready to release’ captured policeman
The banned Communist ... held with revolutionary traditions,” they stated. The statement said that Madvi Sukkal, another villager, was also killed before the encounter. The Maoists have named ...
Maoists demand mediator to release CoBRA commando from their custody
They initially define “ecosocialism” as “the collective effort to democratize our economic ... a communist society there are no painters but only people who engage in painting among other activities.” ...
Saving the World From Capitalism by Taking Power
The Maoist ambush of a joint counter-insurgency task force of the CRPF and the Chhattisgarh Police on 3 April resulted in 22 personnel being killed and 31 wounded apart from the loss of a ...
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